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Abstract: The article provides information about the Emirate's prison in the Emirate of Bukhara, which existed in the XVIII-XX centuries. Information is provided on the location of the Emirate Prison, its structure and current status. Attempts were also made to provide information on who was imprisoned and under what conditions they were detained.
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Introduction. This one of the most mysterious monuments of Bukhara was built in the late 18th century near the Ark. "Zindan" - translated from the Persian language means "prison". He took the hill cliff northwest corner Shahristan. Building from all sides sealed by a brick wall is a classic prison Muslim East. Zindan was calculated for 100 people (prisoners). The existence of the prison lasted until the beginning of revolution, that is, up to 20 quiet XX century.

Discussion. Zindan doors were very strong. They were made from elm wood in XVIII century and they were installed iron chains and locks. Zindan at the entrance on the right and left side was guarded by guards. Entrance in Zindan low portal frames on the south side of the wall. Small courtyard leads to the stone building has two wings. Jail is comprised of four chambers, and each chamber had its name. At the beginning of the right wing was placed camera "visiting room." In this chamber in the presence of guards, the prisoners met their relatives or family. The second chamber of the right wing was called the camera "debtor." This camera has two rooms, one inside the other. Chamber covered with round windows and sealed iron bars. Basically, in this chamber are crooks and swindlers, that is, people who have taken a loan and did not return it. As well as offenders, people who illegally cross the border. Prisoners of the camera came up as long as their families are not fully paid their debts. The third chamber is also called the camera "debtor." The doors of the cells had been barred from the bottom and the last two lattices opened. Today's time these gratings are available. Here were people who could not pay state taxes, it's mostly been artisans. These prisoners were allowed to engage craft, and their families are provided the necessary materials. They were engaged in pottery, weaving straw, sewn leather. Finished products of these artisans have been sold in the market and some of their relatives pay their debts. And those who did not have the craft, they pay their taxes, doing all the hard work out in the presence of dungeon. Now in this room, the exposition of the museum.

Contrary to the XX century a third chamber was Ivan (shed). Under this sat chief Yvan dungeon "Mir Gazab" and keep order. According to people Gazab world was a very cruel man.

Results. Particularly impressive is the fourth large chamber known as "Kanahona", "Klapovnya" located on the left wing. Published here by a dangerous criminal (suicide). This camera is placed behind the guard room and arranged in the form of the well depth of 6.5 meters, a width of 5 meters, and the size of the wall thickness of 5 m. In fact, the depth of the well is 11.5 meters. In this well, and climbed down with a rope. And also with a rope let down food for the prisoners. Ground part of a dome with a light window, from where the sun's rays fell into the chamber. Sometimes in this well poured dirty water on trays, and this water bait to dampness. Because of this, the different moisture and insects stuck to the body of prisoners. The prisoners were in the pit of 6 months to 3 years and in the end they died. Dead prisoners carried out of the well and gave the family, and in which there was not anyone, was buried on a hill Gariban. Gariban hill,
the cemetery stands alone (no relatives). The prisoners were fed one of the camera once a day and once every two months out for a walk in the yard dungeon. 1842 British spies Arthur Connor Stodder were thrown into the well. They spent 4 days in this well, and were then transferred into the chamber of the debtor. Spending, 4 years there and in the end were executed on Registan Square. Currently guard room occupied exposure Bukhara Museum reflecting the history of dungeon.

**Conclusion.** In the high narrow corridor that runs along the eastern and northern sides of the building prison zindan, is the tomb of the saint Kuchkar Ata - the patron saint of prisoners. According to legend, Kuchkar ata much of his life, that is, 40 years old, served in Zindani and then was released. After death the body Kuchkar-Ata was buried, according to his will, in the yard zindan.
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